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thirteen years, the unilateral disarmament which the Peace Treaty
had imposed upon Germany had not been modified either by a
reduction of anything like the same order of magnitude in the
armaments of the victors or by a relaxation of the veto upon German
re-armament;1 and the eventual revision of the territorial terms of
the Peace Settlement, which had been contemplated in the nineteenth
article of the Versailles Treaty (Article 19 of the Covenant of the
League), had not yet come within the range of practical politics.
Thus, at the turn of the years 1932 and 1933, at the beginning of
the fourteenth year of the Versailles Treaty regime, Germany stood
politically part way between the two poles of penalization and
reinstatement; and her position could be viewed in different lights
which, in turn, would give different colours to the National-Socialist
Revolution which now supervened. To a German observer who con-
centrated his attention upon the severity of the peace-terms and
upon the distance which Germany still had to travel, even after the
lapse of thirteen years, before her reinstatement would be complete,
the National-Socialist Revolution might wear the appearance of a
belated eruption of righteous national indignation on the part of an
unprecedentedly and unprofitably long-suffering people. As a proof
that Germany had waited too long, and waited in vain, for a change
of heart and a rendering of justice on her late opponents' side, the
convinced German National Socialist would point to the long in-
transigence of the French, through all the leisurely proceedings of
the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament Conference and
the first bout of the Disarmament Conference itself, in declining to
consider, in the field of armaments, any readmission of Germany to
equality of status. And, while admitting that, on this point, the
French had at last conceded Germany's claim in principle,2 he would
have pointed to the peremptory and effective veto which had quashed
the project for an Austro-German customs union in the year 1931
as a striking recent proof that the victors were still resolved to deny
to the vanquished nations, for an indefinite time to come, the benefits
of that sacred principle of national self-determination which the
victors had inscribed on their banners in the War and had imple-
mented in the Peace Settlement for the benefit of themselves and
their satellites. On the other hand, a French observer who con-
1 In the matter of German re-armament, however, it could at least be said
that, since the final liquidation of the post-war Inter-Allied Control on the 31st
January, 1927 (see the Survey for 1927 9 Part II A, section (c)), the former Allied
Governments—whether through, tact or through inertia—had turned a blind
eye to the indications that Germany was perhaps no longer strictly observing
her Treaty engagements.	2 See the Survey for 1932, pp. 288-9.

